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4Introd uc tion
In •writing of worship, music, the liturgies and
new worship forms it is difficult not to be trite. The
briefs oi .iufus Jones for the validity of the mystic in-
sight, the articles of Harry person ?osdj ck on modern
religion and the use of the Bible in the present age,
the philosophical works of illiara Hooking - settin
forth the meaning of God in ar: r n xperience, the. earnest
questionings of Bishop Charles ?iske of the Diocese of
Hew York when he "Looks at the Church and asks youth" to
tell him what the trouble is — these would indicate a
concern about religion and worship and the spiritual life
whioh has precipitated a deluge of books on worship, its
history and its modern forms. Indeed Yon Ogden Vogt has
found it advisable to in;'ect into hi3 worship form based
upon the experience of Isaiah a copious infection of "cel-
ebration" in an effort to meet a modern nee I, Jhcre can
be no purpose in encompassing in a 3hort introduction a
description of the conditions which have actuated the
writers on the subject, i'hese may be more thoroughly
appreciated in works of the writers themselves.
It is not that enough has not yet been said on the
subject of worship to revitalize the whole experience. It
ia rather that human beings fentire ministry and congrega-
tion) need education, stirring out of their inertia, break-
<(
ing down of their slavery to what has always been, dis-
pelling of their fear that by study and thor. ht they may
he unorthodox for orthodoxy of end and orthodoxy of
means are vitally different types of orthodoxy, trie
letter "killoth" , the former "giveth life" -— It is
rather that human beinga need woa&ing fror. the emotional
peace of the trfldi tionel. It i 3 that we should study our-
selves end our fellowmon as well as abstract worship, that
we should enlighten ourselves as well as our constituency.
It is planned for th? s thesis therefore --- that it
shall be a starting point from which this may be done.
lUtual, music, worship apart from people can have no other
than theoretical value. About that we do not at present
care to be concerned. That worship shall be defined in
its various aspects. fhftt music in its historical re-
lations to worship shall be studied. ftaat the traditional
worship forms shall be evaluated in the lirht of these
previous findin-s This is the task.
It is hoped that the task will serve a larger purpose
in being the starting point from which creative thinking-
may be done in a field which everywhere lies fallow and
which may become ever more "white unto the harvest."
r(
6Fart 1 "iofini tions
A. .iorship
'Jhe folio Yin;* definitions and descriptions of
worship may well serve as a starting point from which
a comprehensive description mny he made, .'hoy are
taken from authoritative works in the fields of phil-
osophy and psychology of religion.
a. Brightman, .;. *
"Worship |a not the whole of life; and, it may
he ad'lea, it is not even the whole of religion
..orship is an inner posti-re of the individual, his
attitude toward Ood Belief is a necessary pre-
supposition iome idea is pre-requisi te to true
worship ••• -orship is never identical with its
objective expression, but it is always a conscious
attitude of the worshipper to his 9o&«"
b. Out ten, G.B **
"The teim 'worship' is used in a double sense. It
may mean the feelin/? of reverenee and love toward God, or
it may mean the forms by which that feeling is expresjed."*
Religious Values, ?.1?7
**Psycholorio*.l Phenomena of the Christian
Be11glon, London: Hodder & ^touphton, 1909
***Ibid. Page 388
r<
?"The trouble is that in BOat cases rcr3hip is
merely a matter of the senses, appealing through ex-
ternal objects and practises, but does not involve the
v. nole :r.an. :.nl ; ,7ion csnnot be a matter of the senses
only, any ^:ore than i t can neglect the senses. Jhe
aesthetic nature is a real part of nan and indeed a
pert very closely related to religions ideas - so
closely related in so^io cases that the individual is
unable to distinguish between them."*
"Cerenoni al is both the fruit and the see.l of
doctrine,"**
c. Daarmar, Percy.***
"Psychologically the e-syence of Public Worship
consists in corenonial and not in ritual. Vorship is
not thought, but is the orientation of the v ole self
towards ^od • • . • • ^orshi p is feeling and action, and it
must express J tself in action."****
"Vor ceremonial to be pood, v?e need both knowledge,
common sense, and understand i ng of beauty. "*
1 ! * *'*
*Ibid. Pape 391
"ibid. Pare 392
***7he Art of Public .orship
****Ibid. Pare 81
*****Tbid. Pa&t 99

8d# Hickman, >• *
''worship may bo briefly defined as any exercise
through which man feels that he comes into special re-
lation with his divinity*"
"The primary motive of the hirher forms of WOT*
ship is the desire for communion With God,"**
e. Thoulesrf, &«H« ***
"I propose to confine the word worship to the
collective activity cor respond ln$ to the private and
individual activity of prayer. In worship, in its
simplest form v;e have a grottp of persona tryinp as a
trroup to §t% into relationship with 'Jod."****
f. Hocking,
" i!he term worship is not succinctly defined "by
Koeking in his monumental volume - but his position is
of course clearly outlined. He is concerned with the
individual aspects of the experience, the social boinr
considered as it affects the individual. i'he experience
is approacn to Ood , corimuni cati on rnd transaction wi th
Him; an experience in which will ansvers will; is governed
by love of Ood, and, since love 3eeks >nowledfe of its
^Introduction to the Psychology of .;eli. vion
*'k
'Ibid. Page 346
*** Tn troduotion to the Psychology of xieli^ion
New York: c.'.i 11 an, 1983
** k
*Ibid. Pa^e 159
*****The "eanin£r of Ood in BtUKUS Experience, Chapter xxiv.xxv.
*
9object 30 worship seeks knowledge but is non-
rational, orship enacts God's presence. Isolation
from and fusion with ^oci are both necessary,* "A
philosophy of mysticism would be a philosophy of wor-
ship."**
g. James, .illiam***
The view set forth in this classic, is of some-
what the sane type. the objective in worship is ac-
knowledged as indicative of the subjective and the in-
dividual is of first importance, ch is to say wi th
locking**** - "A philosophy of mysticism would be a
philosophy of worship*" .Vith , illiam Janes the "higher
mysticism" is the kind possible for the greater number
of people, and the type desoribed as nearest normal. It
is ineffable, hence characterized more by feeling than
r
intellect; it possesses a noetic quality: described a3
"insight with the depths of truth'; it is transient but is
recognized when recurrent; it is characterized by passivity.
The deepened sense of significance of long known words, ob-
jects etc; the sense of having been there before, a mood
in which the only last vestige of self existed to doubt
reality; revelations through nature - all of those indicate
susceptibility to the mystic experience of the higher order
according to J'r« James.
**Ibid. Pag* S49
***Jhe Varieties of .teligious experience, Jhap.xvi -xvi 1
****'fhe :'eaning of God in -luman .xporienoe Page 1549
V
h. Pratt,
i^he view of Mr. Pratt is set forth adequately
in the following quotation:**
"For religion as we have seen, involves a "belief
which means to have objective validity; and if worship
neglects this and directs all i ts efforts openly to the
production of changes in social and psychical conditions,
it may indeed renain a moral force, hut it ceases to be
religious and it lose3 all the emotional reinforcement
thst cones from religious sentiment."
i. Vogt, Von Ogdon***
P. 3 orship the celebration of life.****
P.19 " celebration is at once recollection and
present joy.***"*
p»ia " orship is essentially the prrise and
celebration of li fe. ''**=****
*The Religious donsci onsness
**Ibid. Page 307
"** Modern for8hip. Hew Haven: i'he Yale University Press 1927
****Ibid. Pa~e B
*****Ibid. Page 19
******lbid. 33 ar:e 18
f.
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ven cursory survey of the field of worship re-
veals its various aspects all of which are implicit in
the definitions £iven above. And if, as Dr. Brightraan
soys* worship is the "herrt of religious experience"
then, in its implications, worship is as infinite as
its object and as immeasurable as the spirit which enters
into the experience. A si if.ie definition, therefore,
cannot hope to be conclusive and is therefore to be
avoided for it must necessarily (Milt some t '-J. nr. i s-
torica], psychological and philosophical aspects of the
subject cannot find themselves easily harmonized.
This is to inply thr> t there are inherent in the
character of the worship experience problems not easily
solved, r'or example, if worship be considered as being"
primarily an experience of communion with God, how are
we to strike a correct balance be two, n the active life
socially oriented and the contemplative life which has
historically been so productive of rich fruits in the
way of coitHunion with God?
xp iples need not be multiplied. Jhe antinomies
have been presented in admirably concise form by Dr.
Willard jperry of Jarvard theological .Seminary.**
*.;elifrious Y»3lues Pare 79
**Jeminar: Principles of orship 19£9-30
t
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1. The relative "balance of the contemplative and active life.
2. .le.-ncnts of oagie and possibility of nystio experience.
3. ihe "balance of subjective and objective elements.
4. The rival ola: of the \ nd 1 vi I^al and the co-nun- ty.
5* 'fhe balance of elements of adoration and edification.
6o ?ixed forms and spontanea ty.
7. The celebrant as priest, the share of the oongrtgation*
8. £he balance of action and silence.
9. Sao relative claims on line service of neophytes, cc :e-
c:Uicns snCi frofesc-.ed beliOYOrS*
10. relative values of individuality and person*' 11
V
A scrutiny of these antinomies reveals the fact that
they overlap, as, for example, in the case of one and four
and seven and eight* receive them in their present form,
however, is to allov" elements peculiar to oaofc problem.
A survey of the definitions presented reveals the
following!
i
Surray o f Da Pi n L t tons Clnsai ficati ens
An inner posture of the individual
Belief
orship is not identical with it3 objective
expression, worship 53 a conscious attitude
of the worshipper to his Gtod
,
Mystical
Objective
express! on
Oonsoi or-3
it her rc-verence and love to"rrrl God
or outward forms express inr; these.
Outer expression
or inner
Orientalloo of the whole self towarda Cod
Reeling- and notion. It nust express i tself in llystical
as ti on.
Any exercise through which man feels that
he comes into special relation with his divin-
ity.
.Social or outward
Approach, communication, transaction with God. Mystical
Subjective is primary* " "i ph-level" mys tici s-i, i:ystiorl
Objective validity essential. Mot entirely
sub Jec tl ve.
Objective validity
necessary
Liys ti cal
collective activity corresponding to the
private an'i individual activity of prayer.
Joe al
Celebration of life, recollection and present Jocial
Joy in life.
1
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To classify a given definition fi3 Sailing the ex-
perience mystical is to determine at once its stand with
regard to the antinomies as fiven. Before we take our
ovn stand it is neces^nry to make more succinct the ranre
of possibilities as they are su^rested by an analysis of
the definitions and problems thus far presented.
1. 'Vorship may be define? as psychological prooess. As
3i;ch t the student mu3 1 be concerned with the stimuli pre-
sented to the worshipper, their effect upon hira, his con-
tribution to the experience in the way of background
(physical and mental) and the mood which he brines to the
servi ce,
2. 'Vorship may be described by its historical products,
such as: The I.tess, The Service of the Jyn&^ogue, The ,van-
g-elictl service, The "ritual of oilence" of the Friends.
If worship be described by its products thus - the concern
of the student must be with ""the syiretr.r of tneir p^rts,
the progression of the parts lopioally and soundly to the
end
, the "irnner of performance, the proper catechumena te
of those takinp pert.
3# Vorship may be defined as li turry, ritual, ceremony.
As such, it is for the most part social - despite the fret
that the persons mr-kin;* up the trroup are s till individuals.*
*7*9« Strickland, The Psychology of ^eligi ous experience
Page 183
1
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4. Vorship my be defined as myotic experience. As
such it is Tor tr.e most part individual. j?he stud e:nt of
worship as mysticism must be concerned with the "shining
momont3" when vision is broadened, determination is
deepened, insight is pained, kinship is felt. (JUui, In mMl
be a student of the great ecstntios who were co mpletely
lost in the experience which was the end in itself. He
must be concerned with the effects of the mystic experience,
whether they produce asceticism or normally adjusted social
li Ce.
Ve are to be concerned with the music of the ^reat
liturgies, and immediately we commit ourselves to certain
a tti tudos.
1. ",e must nc'viov le ' -e t ' ^ social aspects of worship for
liturgy is a social form.
8* Ve mu3t aoknowlod re the individual aspect of worship
for as we have been reminded* - individtials uftke up the
group* And Tor all the group-mood produced by the music,
the group mood affects individuals and the music i tsolf
affects individuals.
3. We must commit ourselves with Von Opden /ogt**to the
view that the order of the outward form should parallol the
inner experience - for the li turgies urc loficplly sound
in the structure.
*F»8J itrichland, hj./cholofy of Religion .xperienoe.P.183
**Art 8nd ^elifion, PftgO 15£
•1
Bearinp these commitments in min^ t arr' , if v;e are
to avoid the ripid limit of a conclusive definition, it
ust bo our task to study the music of the .jynago rue
,
the Mess, the Book of Common Prayer and the reformed Cer-
vice to find out wha t its worship vr luc is - when worship
may be so broadly circumscribe"!. - o -\ J. * * \ t' aw. :r i 11
1
_ 1 ! ! 1 ".< ' 'W ,
B. Li trurgj
:
.dward Burbidpe* points out that the word li turry
means, 'a solemn 3e rvi ce,' , th a t it "has hoc:-: th* tech-
nical name for the fixe' order of the lervioa of "cly
Co mauni on, irrespective of the parta which vr^ry wi th the
seasons. Che Oree> >erv.lcoa were almost entirely nnvary-
lngt consequently every distinct service in use in the
ohurches of the .ajt was called a L: luryy. But in fcha
'.'.'en torn churches, wha re every service was more or less
different accord inp to the day, the volume containing
these vrrvinr 'services v»ns named pt first a ' jr. cra men tary
end at a later ti c a 'miaaal' ; anfl thd -ord Liturgy
correctly applied only to that parti or ler type ari^ order
of service to which these Vf rifble pcrta were attached*"
*J..i turgies and offioeo of the Church T.iJO.
N.Y, Thomas .Yhittpker, 1886.
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The Sre sk woffl implies, according to "ehster that
it is s public service, public worship*
"ritual", according to 'ebster, is "trie established
form or forma of conducting- forship j religious ceremoni al«
Jereral qua 11 fi cftti on 3 ""hi oh simplify our approach to
the musical portions of the Liturgy arc pointed out by
Ot Henke.*
'5 rst : " the type of reaction designated a a rit-
ualism is alvn.ys social, that it is performed to mediate
practical control, and that it has a natural history in
accordance With well known psyohologleal Laws*"
decond :** The General Charaeterlstlos of litWlisa:
Jt is social, practical, symptomatic (that is it is the
overt expression of snbjeotiYS states); it is synboiie,
drama tl c, and , in the higher Stages of culture its con-
ventional character in, 5 f anything* more pronounced in
the hi pher stages of culture."
Our sffirming the truth of vrha t Llr. HenVe Bays need
not conflict vita, our vier of worship as an individual ex-
perience. Vc cannot veil deny thf t the ti os ^^r; • en as
worshippers totally forget the man who sits next are very
fer indeed.
*PsycholOfy of ritualism P*3
**lDi4. 3 .fc-16.
I
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C. Music
It is not necessary here to define the tern music-
but two points Must be made clear.
?irst: Music originally was as naively notivated as
any of the other activities of -an. Tt was one with the
other forms of expression (dramctic and rhythmic) by
which his world was managed, his 15 fe was correctly7- lived,
and his world explained. I'hi s is true no matter how much
he later came to en^oy it for its own sake. Jhat appre-
ciation came later is evident. As Henke points out,* " T n
primitive man's rituals they (music and decorations) were
vitrl to the ceremony and represented no value (apart from
practical) in and of themselves. Jhey did not arise to
satisfy an already existing love of beauty but were an
essential factor in practical control. Art production was
prior to art appreciation, and was its cause rather than
its effect."
Here is no place for a quarrel with regard to !r.
Henke* s total view, but we cnn go so far as to affirm that
music began naively, the element of appreciation di
d
come
into being and while musical apprecif lion later became
differentiated, it was not until the advent of or-anum
that the differentiation of musical development set in.
*Psychology of Ritualism P.8R.
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Jecond: Dickenson* points out i n nc^r ' ,1 • ? t ' on of
- thio vie?-: "But the absence from tho ancient treatises
of nn: r but the most vague and obscure allusions to the
production of accordant tones, ^nd the conclusive evi-
dence in respect to the general lut of freedom and de-
velopment in musical art, is proof positive that, what-
ever concords of sounds may have been occasionally pro-
duced, nothing comparable to our present con trapuntal
and harmonic a/stem oxisted. Jhe music so extravapently
praised in antiquity was, vocally, chant, or recitative,
ordinarily in a single part; instrumental music was rude
and unsys temati zed sound, partly a mechanical aid to the
voice and the dance step, partly a means of nervous ex-
hilaration, rhe modern conception of music as a free,
self-assorti ve art, subject only to its own laws, lift-
ing the soul into regions of pure contemplations, where
all temporal relations are lost in a tide of self-for-
retful rapture, - this was a concern ti on unknown to the
mind of antiquity,"
But the differentiation of music and its acquired
plories of carefully wrought form both polyphonic and
harmonic, while it may have served to disintegrate the
ritual or reduce its value by fnininf glOTJ of its own,
i ts value for the i ndividual was heightened, for the
*History of music in the Western Church, F.19
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individual who v.rote it, the individual who performed
it, the individual who heard it for it added the
whole realm of the peraonr.l to the universal which had
hud 3 ii way for so lon£-. Here was surely a doubly
difficult tool to use, for the hazards of personal con-
tribution through composition, performance and audition
were i measurably increased. There is little notice of
the hazard in Pales trina, but we oannot say the same of
the time when according to liees* Progress in music con-
tinued to rest largely with the extemporaneous efforts
of choristers even when, with counterpoint, composition
in the real sense was introduced.**
It is we of today who hear the heavy burden for a
balance between these two, the universal and the personal
in music (but even the personal is the result of a uni-
versal) is difficult to attain.
Having stated various definitions of the worship ex-
perience, the problems inherent in it, having drawn from
these, four possible attitudes, we are nowready, bearing
in mind the definitions of liturgy fiven as well M the
presence in music of the universal and tae personal, to
proceed with a consideration of the pr rt of music in the
worship of the church.
'Choirs and Ohoral Mu3io P. 47-50
**Ibid. Pape 50
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Part 11 The Part of Music in the '.orship
of the Church
i. Apostolic
"In theory, style, and usa^e, and probably to some
extent in actual melodies also, the music of the primitive
Church forms an unbroken line with the music of pre-
Christian antiquity .
•* 1
^
The heritage from pre-Christian antiquity has three
dlstlnce elements in it: first, that part which has certain
connection with the music of the Temple; second, the
element derived fuom the music of the jnagogtt** through
which the temple elements were received; third, the
elements having their sources in the music of the
neighboring peoples, more especially that of the Greeks.
1. Biblical references to the music of the temple
are not wanting: I Chronicles xxiii.5 informs us that
four thousand Levites praised the Lord upon Instruments.
Chapter xxv of the same book states that two hundred
and eighty- eicrht choir-members offered praise with those
who played upon instruments. That the use of music in
the service of the Temple was considerably extended as
the nation developed is not to be wondered at. The few
available hirtorio evidences, mne 6t which are actual
music, point to the fact that the music so described
was unison chant or cantillation, entirely subject to
(1) Dickenson, rage 40
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tbe words with which it is used. That it was noisy is
not to be wondered at. It was derived almost eitirely
from the music of the Chaldeans and Egyptians
.
'
The effect of the music of the Temple uoon the
in)
worshipers while it is attested by Dickenson* ' as
inducing awe, exaltation, and vehemence, c^n readily
be understood as producing such an effect, for, coupled
with colorful ceremony, the impetus of moving throngs
of people, plus the eternal Something; in the Jewish
people which makes them religious whatever els? they
may be, this impassioned speech-song so removed from
tbe lives of the people themselves must h-ve had a
startling effect. But the effect wr's due to the
combination in which the music was presented.
Tor all this, it is important, as Dickenson points
out 'Jertainiy the art of music was never more highly
honored, its efficacy as an agent in arousing the heart
to the most ardent spiritual experiences was never more
convincingly demonstrated thatt whon the ~esrs and
psalmists of Israel found it an indispensable auxiliary
of those appeals, confessions, praises, and pious
raptures in which the whole after- world has seen the
birhest attainment of language under the impulse of
religious ecstasy."
2. The '..usic of the Synagogue.
e should expect the music of the synagogue to be
of a different character as long as the synagogue itself
was not too much of an institution, then, history bears
record to the fact that a differentlatiDa of the musical
element would take place and instead of worship mutslc we
would have the art of music producing materials for use in
worchip.
(1) Ibld, Page 21
( 2) Dickenson, rage ?4
(?) Ibid, rage ?5
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Developed as It was in the period of the <xile, the
synagogue has ever been imown for its democratic spirit.
This glve3 us some hint of what may have happened t') the
music. Here was a form of worship ne«.r to the hearts of
the x'eoole. Here the music took on a horreiy character,
with probably large accretions of the folk eleraent.
The services of the Synagogue to-day reveal marked
spontaneity of personal utterance, men muttering the
music of the blessings as the cafctor sings them, rising
when they please, sitting when they plea e, those called
having a share in the reading from the Torah. Je3us
preached in the synagogue, for the privilege was given
to no one person as his sole prerogative. The psalms
were chanted responsively in the worship of the synagogue,
still wielding the melodies used to their own accent
and rhythm. But one wonders whether the melouies did
not assume a more likable form, for where the hearts of
a people speak they speak in no mixed tones. The music
was perpetuated entirely by word of mouth, and while
many a good cantor avows that the tunes he uses are
directly those of the period of the exile in the face of
the existing facts one must wonder. The whole system
used has been reduced to modern notation, and that as
late as the early ninteenth century. The father of the
modern cantorate, according to the Jewish Encyclopedia,
was one Solomon 3ulzer, cMef cantor of Vienna from
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1325 to 1890. He was universally recognized as the
regenerator of the music of the synagogue, and when we
think of what might be left if these verv modernizations
were removed, we wonder indeed what the effect of the
-usic upon the worshiper must have been.
It may bs advisedly stated, however, that the folk:
element would not be denied, and it, wedded to the
intensely oersonal nature of the psalms, as well as the
prayers which, in the period of the exile were coming
into const? at use, must h^ve offered a worthy outlet
fir that spirit which in every country and in every age
has been the source of what art has developed be it
architecture, painting, or music, .hen the folk element
gets its chance, as it always ^oes, it finds its place
for evermore.
'
r
» i'he usic of the Greeks
.
"It was the residue of what was oure and reverend,
drawn from the tradition of Apollo's temole and the
Athenian tragic theatre; it wai the form of vocsiism
which austere ahllosoohers like Plutarch praised that
was drafted into the service of the Gospel . rt (D There
was that about the new Christian spirit which wps truly
Creek. For though personal unworthiness was one of the
characteristic elements of that spirit, the real value
of the individual was on the highest level. This implies
a lowly dignity, a sense of solemn responsibility, a sense
(1) Dickenson, rare 53
t
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of awe and wonder and mystery In the f ace of the new
ffi^jftfee,. It was these that reached out for the
best tbere wns, not consciously, but unconsciously.
nd in the reacbinsr, it w?s the music of the C-reeks
that was part of the reward. The belief in the ability
of the -reek modes to inspire certain attitudes is well
known, there dir-nity and purity and aloofness from the
tawdry historic. hat more natural then, than that there
should be accretions from this source, for the new
Christians were not all Jews and Easterns.
The Christian spirit, stated above as characterized
by a sense of personal unworthines r
,
solemn responsibility,
awe, wonder, mystery, love (1) had as well an original
contribution to make to its own music. vhether or not
as Dr. Dickenson states the phenomenon called
glossolalia is rudimentary song, it is true that the
spirit which produced the phenomenon is the o e which
would lead to an original hymnic or musical contribution.
Overstressed emotional exoerience leads universally to
rhythmic and me? cured expression. Another force suggesting
the existence of an original contribution is the tendency
toward regulation which, alike, is a universal of the
human spirit.
(1) Dickenson, Page ^7
(P) Ibid, Pape 44
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The bent toward re-enactment and regulation will not be
denied. & proof, witness all liturgies and orders of
worship. hat more natural, therefore, than that groups
of words^^ often repeated should acquire a meloaic line
always used with them.
Despite the heritage in its diverse form and the
possibility of an original Christian sonr, it was not
long that the independent song of the peo -le retained a
place in the worship of the church.
The leap from the first to the fourth century -nay
be four hundred years but the musical tendencies of that
time may be concisely stated however inexhaustible
detailed study of the tendencies might be. ^y the mi 3 le
of the fourth century, the initiative of the peo ole had
been lost in the liturgic movement and the growth of
^1 W, (?)sacerdotal worship. '
This indicates the growth of a musical force within the
fold of the clergy itself, and this alike betokens the
development of musical form however crudCj it might be.
r.usic was ceasing to be affective in character and was
becoming effective; for apart from short responses, the
Kyrie, Amens, and a few versicles, the people merely
listened
.
(1) Epheslans V.14; I limothy III. 16; II Timothy 11.11;
evelation IV, 11
(2) Dickenson, Page 47
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ut the musical hungers of the people would not be
denied. .Ye have therefore the ulvision of religious
music into iiturgic hqA non- Liturgic, and both of these
leave :>ut the folk music of the people, secular lo
character, which was later to clay so large a part in
the history of music as an art.
The account thus far has not mentioned one par-
ticularly forceful use of song in this period of the
growth of the church. ;.itb the Hebrews, song wos
subsidiary to the words and their rhythm, it offered
an elastic, effective cloak for the reciting of scrioture
it later become a means of entertainmnet . The early
Christians soon spontaneously used it as an edifier.
-chismatlcs in every age hsve recognized the v?lue of
song as a means of edification. ith the apostolld
church it helped to crystallize their tenets, in the
period of the Gonostlc and Arian heresies it w«s the
means whereby " these formidable heretics drew le.rrre
numbers away from the faith of the apostles.
(1) Dickenson, -t'age 50
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B. The Eastern Church
The development of the music of the ..astern Church
has, in the main, five aspects.
The final elimination of musical instruments as
profano. Clement, Jhrysostum, and Ambrose all denounce
vehemently the effect of music produced by instruments
which they were accustomed to see put to a secular and
unworthy use. ^s it developed In the Ba0t a the christian
doctrine is purely eystloal, the v;ord "mystery " being
found oftener than in any other liturgy. It is not to
be wondered, therefore, that any external means of
inducing spiritual movement would be frowned upon. .ihe
Puritans of a laterjday fell as vehemently Into the same
attitude.
from the Fourth to the Ninth century, and side
side with the d evelo ^ing grandejr, music and detail of
the liturgy, there utv eloped a tremendous volume of
non-liturgical music which had to find a ;lace in the
worship of the church. This music referred to- is that
of the groat Creek hyffins which crystallized the Greek
doctrine and put it so concisely that it c^uld not fail
to find lodgment in the ears and hearts of those who
herrd # Syneaius, born in 775, -.phraem, who died in ?78 f
Inatoliuf of the Fifth century, -.ndrew of ,.rete of the
Seventh and a.ightn
,
John of Damascus, 730, CosmaB, who
died in 750 and Theodore, 326, are among the greatest
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names, And in their work, they forsook classical meters,
employed rime, and in doing so produced a for-71 ne r r to
the poor to -vhom the Gospel was preached . * i;
This period of the Jhurch's life is slso the period
in which the great anonymous hymns of the church cnwe into
being. The Gloria Potrl, the Gloria in Txceisls, the
cherubic Hymn, the Te Deum, the .'.^agnif ic-:t , the enedicite,
the rlyrie, and the lovely C lad some Light translated so
beautifully by Longfellow in his "Golden Legend".
The treaendoui growth of the liturgy is indicated
by John Mason Ueale 'hen he enumerates the volumes v»hich
contain it at the present time. It is to be remembered
that subsequent to the edicts of Jonstantine( fourth cantury)
which made of Jhristis nlty the religious system of the
empire, there was no marked growth in the liturgy of the
astern Ghurch.
1. Twelve "' enaea, a volume of three thousand pages
containing t e same parts of worsMp form as the
Homan Breviary.
2. The Great Octoechus: in eight parts. This contains
the Ferial Pfflce for eight weeks. The Ferial
office being the offices for festival days.
3« The ParacletJce contains (see 2)
According to :.r. Neale at least half the work Is
by Joseph of the Gtudium
This volume contains three hundred and fifty
double- column pages.
4. The Triodlon Is the Lent volume.
5. The Pcntecostarion, contains the Gffice for ..aster-tide.On s moderate computation, these volumes together(There are sixteen) comprise five thousand closely
printed quarto pages, in double columns, of which
t least four thousand are poetry." (o)
(1) J. C.Keale, y ns of the :-:ast^rn Ghurch . .ondonisiMX. icna
(2) Neale, Hymns of the Eastern Jh -.irc;h. r>fl pfl 33

Finally, it may be said that the decay of the -astern
form of worship was inevitable, for stagnation is decay.
The Iconoclastic controversy was fatal
;
submerging much
of naive beauty in fierce struggle, hatred and persecution,
reviewing those objective fftrmf vblch had encouraged
natural expression, "ut the oriental spirit was fatal
too. hile it somehow instinctively loves the things of
religion, it loves them in such a way as to heap up
cerenr.onv uoon ceremony. iever before was a group of
~>ple presented with such an opportunity for development
as was the christian Jhurch because of its founder, but
the Easterns seemed to get lost in the mystic possibilities
with the result that ultimately each day had Its form of
worship and rubrics prevented development.
2 • -
h
aracterletlc "ood s and Jrltlcism
The .Voostollc mood had an essentially Jewish foundation
but built upon it one characteristically Christian* Here
was Joy, depth of feeling, spontaneity, love for the
traditional, and delight in the share of edification
offered by the elements of worship. Here were awe and
wonder, struc': through by a peculiar democratic spirit,
[lore was a lowly dignity mixed with a sense of profound
unworthlness. ^ero wafl inwardness that was gradually
pr educing an outward form.
The Eastern Church was oriental in its aspect and
attitude the mood of which was heightened by the sense of

*1
mystery previously mentioned. Mere w^s unconsciously a
gradual pu> servience to law which was ultimately to
preclude n ll possibility of personal part ici.o.^ ti^n^ It
is interesting to note, however, th?t the element of
freedom would not be denied, as is attested hy the
volume of non-liturglcel hymns. Here was embalming of
doffmas in a form which made enthusiasm "ive way stagnation.
The astern Crurch was more oriental than Greek while the
Roman was more truly (Jfreek than T oman pltae a new,
original, virgin element in which music could rrow.
C. The ".'estern Church
The Line of development
"Oilman asserts that the liturgy of t^e "^^an Church
the first three centuries was Creek.
-Vhich is to say thai unison chant sublect entirely to
the rhythm of the words eai used at the aliar of Rome.
"The Catholic chr-nt It a projection into modern
art of the altar song of greece, Judaea, and igypt, and
through these nations reaches b?c ,r to th?t epoch of
unknown remoteness when mankind fir-t began to conceive
of invisible oow.-rs to be invoked or appeased* ••(2)
Eut let us see what >iaopened when the balance of
power shifted from Constantinople ' to Rome. The Roman
ascendency in the matter of liturgy and ritual had its
remote beginnlnga when by the edicts of Constantlne
(fourth century) the Christian reli-ion became to all
practical ourooses the religion of the empire. That it
(1) Dickenson, ^age 65
(2) Dickenson, rage 99

should become an empire-religi->n was inevitable and as
an empire religion it would be expected to assume glory,
splendor "nd authority, i.nd this im lies that the people
would naturally assume their prop r piece In the echere.
This proper olr ce is adeouatel" set forth by Dr. ^ickenson
in many places. The fallowing quotation will sei*ve to
indicate it;
nAll Catb-ilic art, in so far as it may in the strict
use of language be called church art, separates
itself from the larger and more Indefinite category
of religious art, and derives its character not
from the persons.1 determination of individual ertists,
but from conceptions and models that have become
traditional and canonical. There traditional laws
and f->rms have develooed organically out of the
.
needs of tbe Catholic worship("and not from the
needs of .athollc people" may I add?); they derive
their sanction and to a large extent their style .
from the doctrine and also from the ceremonial."^ 1 '
It is this process vhich w~s beginning when the edicts
of Constar.tine w.rc promulgated in the middle fourth centurv.
a survey of the work done by Dr. Dickenson in
usic in tbe History of the Western Church" in recording
the development of the music of the Jatholic uhurch
reveals four periods not definitely pointed out by him
but contained in the chapters as he has prepared them;
I. The period of melody- and of the development
of the liturgy consant with the religion of an empire.
i'hls period covers the fourth to tbe ninth centuries for
orior to the fourth century the liturgy was essentially Greek. (2)
(1) Dickenson, I age SO
(2) Ibid, ij'to ;5
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TI The Period of T.xperirent- tenth to fourteenth
centuries- In which variation thr^w^ta two part tusIc sv^lved.
III The Period of aturlty- the fifteenth, sixteenth,
and seventeenth centuries, In the first of which artistic
writing had its • inception , in the second of which the
contrapuntal style had its maturity, in the last of v.'hich
the art of counterpoint bec-an to die integrate and secular
influences as i?ell as cultural influences wrought their
work upon the art of music.
IV The i'r rlod of the Development of J ::rT-o ."re-
characterized by secular and foiv elements which at
"bottom mc"^ the introduction of the personaM from both
mental and emotional sides), the artistic and the dramatic.
It will be unnecessary for our purpose to set f->rth
in detail the develoDraent of music through these periods,
for, for our use, the line of evelopment ">nly is necessary,
totlttg Uttt4 -tofptbei i. te«r4A«
Fourth Century: The diets of Constantine make
Jhristtanlty the religion of the Empire. 1 i'he
worship forms began to be arrested 111 t" elr
ore i ant sha pe . " 11
)
From the fifth through the seventh centuries it
would seen thnt the church was n bury rrrowinp: ir r i ndur
a id detail there vrrs little time for experiment . This
period is the period of the treasure of tafrlody and Uf the
unfolding of the liturgy.
(1) Dickenson, Pftgi 110

The seventh, tightb, and ninth centuries recording
to our authority for tttll section^ ^) was the period of
compilation and composition of the llturgic songa - a
work traditionally ossicned to Gregory t^e Great -
590-504, hut of a truth the work of the Hellenic popes
of this period.
The tenth century oresents the Fil*at notable
diversion from unison chant. It is the century of
Hucbald and his orgpnum. .vith two p^rt music evidently,
harmony became more definitely Implicit. .e hrve here
the first formal glimose at what was to happen.
ifhe altar song of this period was primarily a
unison chant, elways a Capella
,
subject, entirely to the
rhythm of the text. In the twelfth century the new
harmonic art of northern Eurooe worked the first notable
changes in the altar sonrr, for now three parts were
being use i together - and whereas melodies had not been
invented but old ones had been used and re-used and new
ones had been adopted, now free invention of accompanying
perts was necessary for finding three melodies that would
fit w, j s a difficult matter.
The use of dissonances in the thirteenth century
went far toward crystallizing harmony though there w?s
in reality little advance in the art of composition.
Skill in the simultaneous hay Illnp of three parts was
the result of the free invention of two of them and the
(1) Dickens-)-, I'age 110

Increased variety of intervals at the disposal of the
musical clergy.
The printing of musical notes ( fifteenth century)
helped materially the use and production of music. This
v.ith the Increased skill (for we have reached the close
of the period of experiment) In the handling of pirts
and the use of various Intervals produced artistic
composition, jown to this time all music was a variation
of the ecclesiastical model.
The ^oriod of maturity of the contrapuntal style
(middle sixteenth century) contains the names, of course,
of the masters, jfalestring, Vittoria, Lassus. It is the
period all the modern forms, vocal and instrumental, were
in embryo. It is the period of Gaccinl and the recitative?
which ^when it was developed was a prime force in making
the text subordinate to musical form. It was the period
when the opera and instrumental music, new forms, developed
side by side with the old. But it is the period-for all
its maturity- hen the unearthly beauty of the contrapuntal
style at its best was lost in a type of composition
described as follows;
"Composition was more like algebraic calculation than
free art; symbolisms of trinity and unity, of perfect
and lmpprfect, were entangled in the notation, to the
delifht of the ingenious monkish intellect and the despair
of the neophyte and the modern student of medieval
m nuscripts
•*f^/
(1) Dickenson, ^.^e 144
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The seventeenth cntury vd tnessed the taking of new
directions by ail musical productions, It rust he
remembred that church music was produced away from the
world, the contrapuntal style was the music of the Cloister.
It must be remembered also that there was a music nearer
the people that vafl growing more and more in power and
skill with the result thnt it onejiay broke bounds and
swept church music into its own channel. The result of
the interaction in the modern musical world being that
church music is now a variation of the secular model,
though interest in the purer stylo is on the increase.
As has been pointed out the intrusion of the secular meant
that the ecclesiastical musical canons could no longer be
authoritative. Church music ould no longer be the ''voice
of the whole church", "t^e voice of the church in ortyer";
it must needs now be evidence of a personal reaction to
the mental and emotional content of religion; it must be
evidence of a sense of unworthlness in the face of the
ideal, a sense of supplication at a vision of power, z
sense of desire at the promise of the Gospel, a sense of
security at the realization of the power of the Jhurch.
It must be evidence of a sense of the dramatic for the
life of Christ is Intensely so. It must be evidence of
an appreciation of the drama of the mass and the abundant
symbolism of the s^me ceremony. usic must be^aJJL of
t^ese thinrr8 ^nd more when it in touch with the
outer world- and all of these things she became.

It was with the coming in of these new elements
that the modern musical mass began to develops
a
form which combines the operatic, the orchestral, and
the vocal developments of the i ixteenth and seventeenth
centuries. Because of the new materials fct hand we
should expect the music to be shallow until the new forms
were mastered. It is natural also that the new church
music should nhare all the fluctu- tions of uropean
taste (2) and such it did- but gradually emerged serenely
self-poised and promising great writing as coming from
great men. nd the promise was kept as such names as
Liszt, eethoven, Pranck, Verdi, and Dvorak in connection
with church music testify..
flharactTlatlo Mood and Crltlolam
4a examination of the ^rt&Q f develoo-r.ent of the
music - nd ritu- 3 ! of the '.estern Church rover;. Is the mood
of the mas^. Before the mood is described fr.:>n this
line of development, how ver, it is desire^ to Include
some quotations fror tbe .catholic Hiatal^*) serving to
show the attitudes recommended to the people Vy the
Jhurch authorities.
"
1 Of the many w?ys of assisting at as?, the 1 est
way is that in which erch person by saying the words of
the issal more closely, allies and associates himself
(1) Dickenson, Chapter VI
(2) Dickenson, r'age 20k
(?) The £ew missal for a;very Day., F.J .Lasanc . /or':;
i| l gee Broi
, 1924
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with the nrlest who la celebrating. To inuentify one's
self thus with hi in is to unite with our divine Lord
Himself, who 13 there and then acting Si tao wriest
according to the order of I/elchlsedec "».
'
"'To oeoole In general I would recom-nend to say
the oray or* ( lurlnp. r.ss', vhlch are found In prayer books
under the title of "devotions for tfase." "'^ . hlch is
to imply thet attention of soirit only is necessary.
" f
L;s.ch one may read from approved books of devotions,
or recite such prayers as mofit appeal to Mm. Or, apain,
if he please, he "ay pass the time of Holy . ass in purely
mental pfttj --r. Or, in fine, he may in a special sense
BSka his own, by reverently listening to them, or repeating
thfta over, the very words out by Holy Church into the
mouths of her ministers standing at the tltST and of the
singers and others charrred in her name to respond to them.'"
Thus, is delineated the mood which is also set forth
by a study of the line of development of the music of the
.Vestern Church. To coo^yflte Is not to contribute. It
is to accept words, soirit, music, movemant - the whole
ceremony ifld its content in the light of c techitical
instruction crlven before the day of confirmation and
never questions for 1 moment. It is to be penitent -
believing, that with the Church and in the ass alone is
(1) Ibid, Pago 9, vuoting Bishop ".id jell
-
t f rayerg for Holy
Coaaunlon
(?) Ihid, : j ap-e 11, quoting father Glover
("*) The le?' : 'is sal, iJare 14

the Hi iin " I m salvation. It is to be submissive and to
accept the answer the Church gives to all questions. It
is to fe^l a sense of awe and wonder in the presence of
the re-enacted sacrifice of Christ. It is to be reverent
and f e r rful
.
ve must remember that the whole theory of the ass,
the authority of which the Church is possessed, the
character of her doctrine is ''from within outward'.' Because
tMs li true?, her music sal developed away from the oeople
and in it they had no cd^oerative share. It is true
further thai the character of the ritual chant and the
polyphonic '-tyle is such that it is exactly the opposite
of personal. This element, broadly stated as personal,
but including also the dramatic 3nd the emotional did
not find its way markedly into the ; asr until the
seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, xiut once it
gained its place - it made the ritual chant fipht to
keeo its ^lace. Appreciation of Gregorian Song and of
i'olyphonic tyle rests upon Information^ These ore ' ;ot
of t v>r- \" f i voof
->f this r e ever pure they are
and ideally and theoretically sound there use 1n the
"ass is.

Mo
V' The kvanre Ileal Church c:
It rill suffice in setting forth this line of
development to indicate the original contributions rae.de
by this whole new branch of the Churc^ .
The worship forms, first ch- nged materially by
Luther i:i his Formula Missel of 1523 and the Deut sche ..esse
of i r52o, were* as the l^eS^indicFte, ;rodcl ..e." on the'
Mass. The order was kept and it w- s intended, in the
e ; rlier work, the text he chanted. The later work
brought the vernacular into s. rvlce use. . usically the
changes wrought are of i -portence for congregational
p-- rt.icip'j iio. l • increased wherever it wns oossihle
.
The cresd, the word's rrayor, some of the ?#4l4M< t-e
Oloriae were all put in hyrrnic form so that the people
could sing then. Folk tunes vtere drafted into service
as were portions of the ritual chant tunes of the Catholic
Church. This meant the engrafting of a freshness and
new spirit. It me?nt as well a freshened sense of rhythm
and the further differentiation of the harmonic system.
The interaction of church song, Italian melody, the
developing Harmonic 3yst«a of Northern SuFOpt lad to the
modern musical mass in which the great fixed portions
offered adegnate textual material for drnm?tic, expressive
writing* The work done by the new Jhurch on the worship
form evolved the anthem in course of time, i'urcell is
fother of the anther.i in its :nodern for.n.

2 . h j t -'-'If t- Ic "ooc. ">ri:T Critic is ;?
>'e have saved for the future in thin branch of the
Christian Church the element of personal participation.
Once more the success of worship ars to depend on the
attltuCe of the worship era . 'nee more the Vc-.lue of
personal contribution ascended. 3nce more the entire
service w.s at the disposal of the worshiper for hie
heard his o-vn tongue spbfcen*
Such a condition woulJ undoubtedly freshen the
mood in which worship was carried on.
here was cooperation by silence, now was codpr-r - tion
by speech ^.nd f ">ap, wh re was reverence now is reverence
on a higher level for the element of submission is f?ne.
"There r.".s inute acceptance now there c 1 -red to be ?.
questions -nd who can say but th^t in the answering or
even in the asking there Is Salvation'* Where was penitenc
is 6till penitence - but the hope is changed for roral
responsibility and the ourage and desire to achieve shall
begin to grow.
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; art I II Heritage and Lxperlrer.t
i*. Berit&g*
1 . i'he i'usic Heritage
.hat is the value, then, of what the paot has iven
up? . o r.re blessed with three types of music each of
which was brought to perfection; the first two within the
fold of the Church! the third though now completely
differentiated from church music influenced, it immeasurably.
e are 1Itlag in a modern are - but post, i ges ore modern
when they are being lived in. toeB the mu'ic of the pi t%
h-rvo tosething for our modern need? What does it have?
Can the music of the present adequately displace it? Just
what lr the voraMp vrlue of - uslc in liturgy?
The music heritage seems to be composed of two elements,
the element of for^ and the personal or life element.
While it is unfair to lrbel these elements, for to do so
if to restrict them, it may he i n leat ive to say that by
the forrror is intended the result sf the differentiation
of music into an independent »r%, the result of cental
activity upon musical lines. The heritage of form is an
n rt heritage/ which, because it is an art heritage has
spiritual value. By the second element, the personal or
Lift element* are intended those native tendencies or
instincts which have produced music in boss for-' In every
nation, savage and cultured, those powers with ffhloh music
is endowed because ">eople are subject to the some emotions
and moods.

It is admitted t' at of Bourse these t*o element! of
the music heritage cannot be nicely separated for they
overlap. This is true because every genius is a kind of
epitome of mental and emotional life, anJ seems to be
nore closely in touc u -ith the spirit of things. The
products of tne ^vor«c of a genius therefore evidence
Simultaneously ther.e two elements, the one cannot be
present without the other. The chemist would .-.ay they
^ w -•>>.* . - i ' iy oit \i w. ciitu j uric? wi ^ owjiuv x ' 11 «_? i*. -.i f\c* u .
o
other active and yet the ag^nt is not destroyed in the
process
.
a. The Heritage of "oria.
closer examination of the element of for. is
possible again through the work of fyt* Dlcisenson. .e
must remember first that the ."ass itself is a perfect
form In which "all the elements of the ceremony that
affect the eye and the Imagination are' intended to
supplement and enhance each other. "'2) of the ideas
of the Vass are outwardly manifest - and it is because
of the success with which this is clone that t'->e ass Is
so effective.
"The liturn^r is, therefore, the voice of the 3hurch,
weighted with herjt radition, resounding with the
commanding tone of her apostolic authority, eloquent with
the longing and the assurance of iniumrrable martyrs and
(1) ''uslc in the Hist-ry of the western Church
(?) Ibid, Pare 71

conf t-esore, tine mystic testimony to the commi s rion »hlch
the Church believe? to have been laid upon nor by the
:
The heritage of Titual chant derives it;; vr lue
fron the purity of itr form as *reli6io&a folk-song*;
frdir its exquisite plE.ce in the liturgy where it is an
integral part of the whole movement* from the complete
mergence of its own charms in the paramount significance
( o\
of text and action, Xc- / and yet, wfl ".re reminded that he
'Vvho loses ^ie s^ul shall find it'1 , knd the place >f
ritual chant in the Catholic liturgy leaven little to he
desired from the viewpoint of the theorist and t*-e
instructed
.
The heritage of polyphonic music which tieea points
out -'was the result of the seductive charm, of cre n turty,
so far as its olace in the liturgy la concerns 1, has
the same v lues as ritual chant. But the personal
contribution was beginning to creep in* and with the
personal contribution gleams of the possibility of
personal rc-ction on the part of the worshipper. Here,
as Ulckensor, ooints ovtti*)
,
-^re e lm ecstasy, of trust,
naivete and sincerity, unquestioning simplicity of
conviction, an instinctive demand for a -ore expansive
form of mu^ic than the unison chant, Infatuation with
the formal and technical, indifference to the claims of
the natural and simple, congruent aesthetic e'ffect and
(1) Dickenson, ^ace 31
(?• Tbid, Pag* 99^
("*) Choirs ^nd Choral Vueic, ^&ge 45
(4) Dlclrenson, .age l'l-iyA
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religious and historic association, here are edification,
instruction! i -nd Inspiration, not decoration.
Two quotations rum m> clearly the v^lue of the
rrurlc of the poly honlc (eriod •
"Art forrrs seer, often to he under the control of a
law which requires that when once set in notion they must
run their course independently of changes in their
environment. These two factors, therefor© ( - the
compulsion of an advancing art demanding completion, and
the uncOntr m in- ted sorinrs of oiety whence' the litur^/
and its musical setting drev; t^elr life, - will explain
the splendid acbievments of religious music in the hands
of the Catholic comoosers of the sixteenth century a'Tild
conditions which would at first thought seerr unfavorable
to the nurture of an art 30 pure and austere*"* '
•"Growing up under what seex oorfectiy natural
conditions, patronized by the laity as well as by the
clergy, this highly or/ranlzed, severe, and impersonal
style wps seen, even before the oeriod of .its .nvturlty,
to conform to the ideal of 11 turtle art cherished by t>»e
Church; and now that it has become aompletely isolated in
thf march of musical prorres?, this comformlty aooears
even more obvious under contrast. Ho other form of chorvi
music has existed so objective and ir r oo*U
,
r
-n free
from the stress and stir of passion, so olainJv reflecting
an exalted spiritualized state of feeling. This music is
(1) Dickenson, Pag* 157

singularly adapted to reinforce the impression of the
Catholic mysteries by reason of its technical form and
its peculiar emotional appeal.***)
The value 5f ' the mixed solo and chorus music with
accompaniment is implicit in what has already been said
regarding its mo :-d and characteristics. .there we that
that the old music could not give voice to. There v,as a
component in worship which was of the people, there was
that in the words of the Siass and of the modified
worship forms of the Reformation which could not be
exoressed by so austere a method and one so Tar removed
from the common earth « The music of the period as did
liturature arid art revelled in the world - and uncon-
sciously musicians were finding the real people whose
lives had made Catholic worship what it had co:.«.. to e.
a discovery of new spirit yet old, of drama eternally
re-acted, a sense of re-' ctlon in the experience of
worshij - all of these indicate the v slue of the music
of this lattvr period.
b. The Personal Element.
''I believe that the craving to sin; 1 is but a partial
and imperfect linage of the craving to pray. /.hat song is
to prosy speech, that prayer is to song. It is tv
-e
supremely personal and direct utterance for which creation
loapB, for wnich hard toll prepares. \ r )
(1) Dickenson, i age 1?"3
(2) Cj bot, ,!v..t .. eii L ive 2y_, Page 257
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.Vhich is to say that no man escapes the universality
which impels to musical experience. The personal element
may be set forth thus: iV.en in the Church craved singing,
religious expression demanded it, and music went on to
polyphonic perfection, a consequent differentiation was
wrourht, and ever increasing aloofness from the world
resulted. The craving to sing was lost in the craving
to create.
But men, women, and children outside the church
craved singing and they e ang melody and played their
instruments and danced their dances in homely expression.
Their music gathered force until the decadent polyphonic
music frilled to yield up its treasures, and so the
nnsic - child of the worshipers had to find place in
the liturgy ^nd it did as the development outlined in
previous pa^es amply testifies.
2. The Beauty of the Past
And so the beauty of the past has come down to
us, a beauty having many elements, a beauty within a
beauty, a beauty creating a new beauty. There is the
sense of reverence for holy things which it is peculiarly
the skill of the CO. to cultivate, there is the beauty
of the truly spiritual, a characterization correctly
applied to the ritual chant and the best of polyphonic
music and of the church music of the later period, there
is the beauty of achievment doing tribute to those in
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whose care the music eat, there is the beauty of unity
of which the liturgy is a brilliant example, there is the
beauty of purity the truly artistic music evidences. And
it matters not vhether beauty in music be defined as
Ethel Puffer defines it or not.( 1 )"The beauty of music,
in so far as beauty is identical with pleasantness, consists
in its satisfaction of the demands of the ear, and of the
whole psycho- physical organism as connected with the ear."
Surely more weight could be attached to "'beauty" than that!
But the problem before us then: is to discover if it
is possible to what extent these elements frorr the past
should tide over if music is to have value in our liturgy
of today. The purist, all will agree, considers the
worship for% the music as it finds its place in the
worship form, the historic value of the music and on the
basis of the best the world has to offer in the three
fields of church music decides in favor of ritual chant
and the polyphonic style - because of the perfect whole .
But should the desire to oreserve the "perfect whole" be
the ruling one? Or, he may make musical perfection his
criterion - and is forced to make the same decision. But
should this be his chief aim?
;/ees has sounded an important note which bears
directly upon these questions. "The prevailing tendency
in musical t^ste is distinctly unfnvorable to the
appreciation of choral works in the polyphonic style.
(1) The Psychology of eauty . New York. Houghton lfflin & Co .
,
~~ 1905
( 2) Choirs and Chora l uslc
.
Page 210
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These appeal to the heart and to the emotions through the
intellect. Their beauty -?nd grandeur lie largely in the
fron n^ tm cyj and symmetry of their structure which can be
comprehended only by the exercise of musical faculties
trained to look beyond nerve excitation for the content
of a comoosition.
"
But this projects us directly into the second half
of iart Three, iXperlment .
1. Modern i-ife
If we except the Catholic Churc v , vie may affirm
that worship has been redefined in the present ape.
Denominationalism and ^-ctarlaniem are proofs of the
fact, lb are also experiment and freedom within the
congregations themselves. It is no longer participation
In the prescribed ritual. Cabot defines it admirably
from the mod rn view; ^
^
n
.orship fulfills ^hat play, art,
and love attempt. 1 Pleasure, recreation, friendship, the
companionship of men and v.omen, be ut.y, - all these
recall the out rrolngs of ambition and moral effort and
unite a man with his natural appreciation, .orship is
the whole which includes them."
Such a definition makes ro^m for spontaneous
worship experience of the type called higher mysticism
and at the s^me time makes demands upon the liturgic
worship of the Church as a whole.
(!) .en Live <j£, Pare 274
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But modern life has a distinct character. It seems
to be an age of unification, an r ge when mechanism,
science, and religion are f eeling ever outwsrd for ways
to get together, kll of which is t ri ken of the increase
in vslue of the individual. ,duci tlon, health measures,
cultural opportunities, and religious activity all
evidence this and it is one with the tendency toward
unity of spirit of the various fields of human activity.
It is natural that in this frank attitude toward
life and in this frank desire for objective proof of its
unity - worship should be called into the witness atnnd.
But, as Flocking points out,^ 1 ^ the "doubt is now directed
rather against the special mediators which worship has
been using than against the thing itself." Hence, the
frank effort at psychological and aesthetic experiment
with the worship form.
b. Belief
The modern attitude toward belief is another of
the determining forces directly affecting the worship
form. The early Church soon crystallised its creedal
elements, the Eastern Church became lost in dogma, and
its worship form ceased to grow, the .estern Church made
objective its whole system and furthermore backs up that
system by enough of religious education to make reverence,
awe, fear, and submission characteristic attitudes.
(1) The /eanlnp; of God In Human Experienc e, rage 357
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"By assertlnc- the immense superiority of lltur^Tc 1
over Individual prayer we do not say that Individual
methods should he ttppF&l; cd ; we would only wish them to
he kept In their proper place. 1*' 1 ' Personal contribution
to the elements of belief and worship are entirely out of
the consideration from the Catholic view,
ch is not the case with the other denominations
.
It Is Interesting to note that those sects holding to a
traditional worship form seem to clin- the more r.vldly to
creedal elements. The reason is not difficult to see
The litutvlcal form as we h°ve it tod«y embalms (to uce
the word as rlckenson uses It) the elements of dogma
beyond any hope of a resurrection. And, as ; enke oolnte
out, only an extremely potent social force can crente
a chsnsre.
Such a force is, for example, the work of '.'r.rtln Luther.
HI" career of course needs no out inlng h?re. is differ-
ences with Jatholic Church," and the changes he wrought In
the worship form are evidenced etri-clngly in the Lutheran
Llturpy - -'hore they are crystallized and preserved beyond
any Immediate hope of chancre even In a modern ?/orld. The
minds of a few ~ay question and t^lnk frenly - but tv o
social expression of the Lutheran doctrine -~s it takes
place in the >utherm Liturgy seers to he firmly holding
Its own.
(1) The New Musical for Erery Day, Father Lasance. iage 1A
(?) Psychology of ritualism, variously

But such is not the case with the more evangelical
denominations, those more especially who, while they
preserve the general outline of the liturgy do not
preserve its complete form. Here we have freedom of
belief ^r at least freedom of interpretation - freedom
of thought all of which betoken the emphasis placed on
morals and ethics and the value of the individual personality
It is easily seen that a worship form making
objective and embodying extensive doctrinal elements
cannot e genuine for the protestant denominations are
stressing more and more the personal aspect of worship.
There is no intention to deny the efficacy of creedal
expression as having a real place in the worship form.
.Ve are stressing here' the elements of freedom, the value
of the individuals opinion, and the search for a pro-
gressive revelation of truth as characteristic of the
modern spirit in the realm of belief.
c. :uslc
Just as during the Renaissance music kept pace
with the developments of the other arts and reflected
the spirit of the age, so modern music reflects the age.
The mechanical being supreme reflects one spirit, the
scientific being very active reflects another, the
religious and philosophical being rife - all are part of
the age of unification and music is also, and reflects the
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search. The melodic, the rhythmic, the dramatic are
evidenced as much In modern church music as in any period
of history, and there is at the MBM time the experiment
in harmony, dissonance, and the atonic effect":. Indeed
Honneger's "Pacific 2J1" and "Rugby" are intensely
Illustrative and being', illustrative and pictorial are
also dramatic. The effort to produce the unmusical by
musical means, the effort to imitate and describe, the
effort to dramatize - who shall be the one to evaluate
the possibilities of these in connection with worship?
But Percy Jearmer reminds us,^ 1 ) that "the music we like
best is always that which is rooted in our own past, and,
until we give people plenty of that, there will be no
music in their hearts." vhlle H.S.Hunt* 2 )offers a foil
to hla idea, "Progress lies more along the lines of the
appreciation of music than in the personal performance
of it."
The conclusion of such a process if both these statements
were to b e acted upon at their face value would be: "If
we are pedants, we shall give the people what we imarine
they ought to like; but if we are artists, we shall give
them, not the idiotic melodies of the music hall or the
vapour Ings of the cathedral organist but what they like
best of all — their own true and healthy expression in
song. Then, if we help them to sing, Instead of hindering
them, the time will soon come wher t.he people will think
( 1 ) The ^rt of i ubllc orship . t-'a.-e 3"*
(2) G air it and uslc
.
P^e 18
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how Jolly It Is to be In Church, and will be looking
forward all the week to next Sunday's music.
So that If we are to supply worship music for
people - tho best method is to find out the kinds
which are rooted in their past and from that as an
elementary stage lead them to appreciation of the types
which with the service form make an artistic whole.
"Progress lies more along t vie lines of the
appreciation of music than in the personal performance
of it. "(2) And what Hunt says of the solo singer may
also be E&14 '>f the chorus; "A singer who Is able to
play upon his audience and hold them in his grip can
surely also lead them up to the appreciation of better
things. "( 3)
d. Goals
•'.hat are the goals then which may be set down as
being the goals of him who is concerned with the worship
of the a<?e?
1. tfe seek a worship form which will preserve
the best of the traditional for^s, which will
profit by their error and at the e ame time
be exoressive of our own life.
2. .id fitting the pragmatic view, we seek a
worship form which will yield results as
valid as those the Mass /ields - and wo
shall require that the results be tested
(1) The .±rt of Public ors'-jp
.
Page 35
(Pi Spirit and uslc. H.E.Hunt. Page 18
(32 Ibid, Page 59
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by their efficacy in motivating subsequent
activity. ve seek peace, courage, assurance,
insight, truth, p-oodnesa, s>nd love.
"But we shall never draw people to Church by
such preaching as it lies with average human
nature to deliver. 'Ve can only draw then by
awakening in them the desire to worsMo together.
!!ow can that be done? By so expressing the
worship that it draws men. It must speak to
them of God, his goodness and benuty; it must
speak to them of beauty as the arts truly
practised, do speak; It should draw away from
before God the veil of sordid and unworthy
things, so th'4 men may come to him and worship
him face to face."^
3. .'.e seek an atmosphere in which intellectual
activity can be participated in freely, in
which horizons can be broadened, in rhich
desires can be deepened.
4. .e seek an atmosphere which csn serve as a
proper emotional outlet - for emotion properly
expressed is emotion properly trained.
5. ve seek an experience in which God can be felt
and understood as existing , living, active - and
as manifested in those goals listed above.
(1) Percy Dearmer, The ^rt of /ubllc ..orshlp
.
Page 23
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Percy De&rmer can fittingly close this section by
contributing from "The *>rt of Public V/orship: " (
D
H0n llu one hand, then, worship that has become
practically independent of the ritual as in the Roman
Church, and to some extent in the Eastern Churche?, is
in decadence; and there is error in that. On the other
hand, worship that over-estimates ritual(as in the old-
ftchioned Evangelical Church service), or the intellectual
appeal of preaching ( as in the Protestant Churches),
often leoves greater error behind. The intelligence is
needed to stiffen and correct emotion, but is itself more
difficult of correction, ceremonial has had this further
advantage over ritual, that it can itself hide and even
correct ritual error by making the wordsiinaudlble as
well as unintelligible; wMle ritual and ceremonial share
the great practical advantage that almost anyone can
reproduce them, whereas everybody cannot reproduce
Intelligence .
"
2. I.'ew Texts for Old Forms
Such a statement leads directly to a setting forth
of the present day notable tendencies which bear upon
the problem in hand and of the modern experiments in
worship which evidence dissatisfaction with the old form
and realization of a great need as expressed by the
previously listed goals.
(l)Page 32
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The great worship form historically listed represent
a pendulum swing.
i em.ole
Ritual and l lturgy
apostolic Church
Free- but built on
old forms- developing
Into
estern Church
liturgy and Ritual
odern Churches
.^vnanonje
Free, - »omp'-ratlvely
Developing Into modern synagogue
Eastern Church
Rltual and Liturgy- becoming
decadent
Reformation Churches
'Modifications leading to free
denominational forms
Swinging toward a modified liturgy that seeks to meet the
need as revealed by history, psychology, philosophy, art.
The more notnble examples of this pendulum swing, are
the development of and increased use of freely modified
ancient liturglc forms within the fold of the Congregational,
Vethodlst, and Presbyterian Churches. The increased use
of Chancel worship, the Gothic style, the objective method
In worship requires a st'jdy of the worship forms which all
of these originally surrounded. They at the same time
make clear the fact that if they are to be effective,
somehow appreciation of their meaning, aesthetic and historic
value must be built up.
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illiam Norman Guthrie at Saint Mark's in the Bowerle
in Hew York City has conducted for several seasons studied
experiments in worship. Into the historic forms - some
very ancient and coming out of the primitive times - he
poure new content cullod from world sources. English
Literature, the Vedas, both do honor. The cantor Is
employed, Ancient melodies and those constructed for a
definite text are both used - often side by 3ide. The an
ancient dance, oriental religious dances, aesthetic drnces,
the dramatic form, art, - all are drafted into service in
the effort to meet the modern need.
But what of these who attend for whom the lovel
elements draw up no associations whatsoever? Liturgy F.rows
slowly, bit by bit, out of social situations, life in
need.Q/n^ the best th-^t can be said for Mr. Guthrien efforts
Is that they are one step in an age long search. For
which stop we render our praise.
Ve must remember - whatever our experiment - if it
be for the multitude, that, "the people know nothing of
historical precedent, and care little for liturgical
principles. Roman Catholics get on well enough with their
canon, and do not, as a rule, know that it Is a very
curious one, full of dislocations, and contalnlag some bad
grammar, and one or two sentences that are unintelligible. 1
(1) xJercy je-trmer, The ^rt of Public . orshlp
.
rage 45
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inclusions
".'hat conclusions may be drawn from this consideration
1. The modern age Is an arre of unification of mechanism,
science, religion and philosophy.
2. It la also an ap-e In wMch t^e value of the Individual
is the hlphcst it has ever beea.
5« The activity of the mod-rn mind Is best described as free.
4 .Modern rrusic prrtakes of this frank • ttltudo. It must
hrve something to lend to liturgy.
5* Historically, worship has oscillated between liturgy
and freedom. :.e seem tc he swinging toward liturgy.
1* There ^re evidences of a frank effort to adapt
liturgy to the modern need. 'hich means that the music
must first be of the sort that is rooted in the o r nt of
the worshipping peoole, that Its artistic level rait rise
If the liturgy is to grow and retain it3 value.
7« This is bost accomplished by Increasing information,
background, associational capabilities of those who worshl .
8. Musically - this implies that we cannot be.-.ln with
perfection in ritual, liturgy or music.
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x^art IV The Permanence of j uslc
A. Comparison of Evidences from Chruch and "usical
history and from ohilosophical and psychological
study
1. Church and usical History
kven B cursory survev of the evidences from church
and musical history from time immemorial to the period of
the entirely musical mass, will show that music is
permanently a part of worship. .here it has been denied
a place or msde severe, more notably among the x'uritans
of the Colonies and the Quakers with whom silence became
a ritual, the sect has been a minor one and music has
eventually reasserted Itself. I urther, when for practical
reasons the ritual chant was impossible, for all writers
attest the difficulty of the proper performance of the
ritual chant, the music of the seventeenth to twentieth
centuries cm in to fill up the gap.
The evidences of a return to liturgy indicate a
desire for more opportunity for music on an artistically
and historically arranged basis. ,ot that the desire is
consciously formed in the minds of the worshippers. It is
a universal " feel " toward what is inevitable and the best.
This return to the liturgic form Involves the tictable pjft
principle of reciprocity in worship which allows for the
share of the congregation so that in addition to congre-
gational son^ In the form of hymns there is congregational
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response
.
The interdependence of Hebrew, Oriental, Greek, and
Christian song, the continuity of music and the evolution
out of these of the present forms is further vidence of
the perronnence of music.
It is notable alto th^t every peak of perfection
(of which It rill be remembered there have been three:
th<9 period of perfection of the ritual ch^nt, the period
of perfection of the polyphonic style, and the modern
period) has been followed by a pronounced change. ^very
period of decade oe has been followed by the entrance of
a saving novelty or a reversion. It is lees who points &
out:
"As was inevitable, a reaction against artificiality
In composition set in after the possibility of contrapuntal
technics had been fully exploited by the Flemish Masters,
and when the power of sensuous beauty inherent in harmony
began to assert Itself. Towards this the growing culti-
vation of secular music largely contributed."
.^nd further, from the same writer:
"The people being necessarily debarred from particioatlon
in therogular services of the Church, which were conducted
In Latin, sought and found opportunity to give praise in
their own language and in their own son^s
-^t church
festivals for which definite liturgical forms had not
been provided and which in the course of time has assumed
(!) Choirs and Choral .oi^lc
.
Page 59
s
assumed the character of popular celebrations. In this
they were encouraged by the clergy, who translated Latin
church hymns into the vernacular and wrote new ones adapted
to folk melodies.
The peregrinating choirs of the fifteenth century,
the guilds of singer?, the choral societies of the eighteenth
century and the amateur societies as they appeared in
Germany in the ninteenth century - all attest this imoer-
ishahle aid Inevitable musical tendency.
2. ^idences from Psychology and Philosophy
Henke is. entirely utilitarian in his presentation of
the origins of music: "It came out of man's effort to neet
his overy day needs and should not be conceived of as
having come through any vague sense of the infinite or of
a mysterious power."
"The religions may also lose their vitality through
the i ifferentiation of elements which hnve acquired values
in their own right. Two obvious examples of this are
decorations and music. In primitive man's rituals they
were vital to the ceremonv and represented no v slue in
and of themselves. They did not arise to satisfy an
already existing love of beauty but were an essential
factor in practical control. Art production was prior
to art appreciation and was its cause rather then its
effect.
(1) Cho Irs and Chorus Music
.
Page 78
(2) Psych , of Hltuallsm . Page 55
(3) Henl* , Psychology of Ritualism, Page 82
4
Jabot points out the perraance of r.usio from another
angle
:
"The fact that worship surround s Itself with beauty,
vrlth symbols (some of which may be subjective - may T add?)
with ev-bolic acts and rites, menns sinmly that It is
sensible and well-olanned like baseball or business. For
athletios and commerce have their own symbols which every-
one uses as a matter of course. o moderns are Indifferent
or averse to worship, not because it' employs cererconles
and symbols, but l^r^ely because of our clumsy shyness In
the use of this particular set."^
Francis Bacon's whole treatment of the Origin 'tnd
Function of :.'uslc In his '.ssays on duc^tion - as the
lamrua^e of the emotions as well as ithel x-uffers treat-
ment of the sare subject froT the jpayjc^ : u| ^l*^' *~.s
the effect of well ordered sound - alike po^nt to the
j^erman'ce*'">f muslo if for no other reason than thr.t there
shall always be well ordered s^uni and then shell be
emotions that endeavor to spe?k as lonp as t^ere are
people. Poth views may be ripht. Each al^ne will n^t
suffice .
I'lien Dr. Cabot lists 6 loentbrallment as an essential
in worship and calls It "an atte-et toj^o back to first,
principles, to free ourselves of prejudices which check .
crrowinf insipht into a new situation. ^'and stntes that
1 it is perhaps the most important of the approaches to
prayer" - he opens the way for indlcatlnr the permanence
of r*>uslc In this connection.
(1) What, :.'en L\yo By^^/ape 27
(2) h~t en Live F'v, o re P34
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And further, frott the sa^e mystic:
"I think the exporlencec of exaltation and gratitude
which have cose to re, .as to thousands, In the hymns and
llturarlAA of the Christian Church, are somewhat more
definitely relic lous than the exoansive enthusiasm for
thing! In general which springs out of ua after a plunge
of ocr tat lc delight In art, nature, love, or victory ."l 1 '
And finally : "Anyone who cares for music Is able to
follow sympathetically even If he cannot share, the
accounts of the religious experience called communion
with God • He knows what is meant by an Intense but effort-
less attention. ?,(2 )
H.?..Hunt and ?«W«Surette -'ound the seme note more
concisely
•
"'elision, love, and music, are they not the three-
fold expression of the fact, the need of expansion
under which every noble soul labors |*»3*
"Are we not Justified In stating that music Is
even an expression of the deepest relation ?»ith the
visible and Invisible world which the soul of roan is
capable of experiencing, and that these relations, Inexpres-
sible in more concrete manifestations, are oxpres; lble In
muslo?"^)
"Jo the greatest virtue of music lies not alone In
its peculiar unification of matter and manner, Its artistic
(2) Ibid, Pace' 315
(?)H.::."unt, .'pirlt -sic
, .age 19
(4) I. . . ,r tie, uslc a-.d If 0. Pare 17
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perfection, but in the nower wMch that c-ives It to
create a world not based on the outwar (3 and the visible,
but on that invisible realm of thought feeling, and asplr-
ation anion is our real world. "("^
Thouaji one could not ap-ree entirely v.lth iss Puffer's
psycho :<hys leal explanation of musical beauty, there are
several joints made which clarify the evidences from
psychology for the oermanence of music, ihesc are riven
below as a clo^e to the section.
1. To gvt new beauties music makes new occasions, and
(2)by wav of these finds the imoulse it seeks*
2. The emotional means at the command of music £ re
expressive by association (as when music imitates),
expressive by Induction in which tv e •notion Is
aroused by activities themselves part of the
•motion in question.
B. uslc and Life : The Immortal L lfe a^ad j ^lv- raal
Life • 1omenta effected by uric
by "Immortal Life filaments" are intended spirit,
beauty, truth, and goodness; by 'iniversai ... ifm ,v
Elements
",
emotions, instincts, and vintrutions - v^
which come into activity in the presence of music.
Writers testify boldly to the affect of music upon
the ultircates and elements named above.
".vuslc has riven them a glimpse of something outside
their dull and prosaic surroundings which is a
ftlint of spiritual sunshine In a drab world. a*ro
(1) Ibid, -age 23
(2) . sychoior of Beauty, Page i~^5
(•") Ibid,
- a.«-c 10Z
(A) .unt
.
ilrlt -
.1 uric , t'ape 12
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*T "Tie rr.nwician Flags because he murt: he writes so
that the spirit may find its outlet la that direct ion. or
he plays when only thr->urh his finrors ?.nd the instrument
can he find th'.t ex^rensl-m which his soul ie-ranUs."^
^
,*hlch is to s-y that nusto is living spirit - and he who
listens comes into contact with a living soirlt as truly
as If he r<- re in contact with a person.
urette sets f->rtv» this intimacy slso,
rt !Vhen we rerembcr these mel^dle* (folk mnp) '"-re
the spont'ne^'is utterance of simple, untutored peoples
who, in. f "ir^ln^: them, deoended almost entirely on instinct,
we realise how Intimate a medium music Is for the
oxures-J-m -f feellfc* <«>
"/>re we not Jvjstlfled in stntin^ that music Is
oven an ex pression of the o" ;.coect relation with the
visible and invisible world whic^ the soul of ran is
capable of experiencing, and that these relatione,
lnexorer slble in more concrete m--.nl fe?t*t Ions, are
expressible in ~u" i
c
1 " ^ '
^
As well as ln:!5c*tlnT the disenthral Iment possible
In snslc previously mentioned and quoted^, Cabot says,
md It ^"elonffs h^re
M
I believe that the craving to sincr is but a partial
and lr erfect imare of the crsvinr to pray. hat ^ong 1b
to prosy speech, that nr'iyer is to soncr. It is tv e
auoremely personal and ilrect utterance for which creation
loners, for wv lch hard toll prepares
.
f'^J
(1) Ibid, Page 29 (4) See i'a^e
(°; ,ir-1--
'
'
•
•
i (5) -h it en ...lve , : " (
(*) urettc, 'Jsls an L If c . .ae 17

Thus, whan Francis Bacon calls music the langufv^e
if the emotions and presenta a good ca^e In dolnR so, he
touches uoon these life elements for beauty, truth,
ffoodness, and spirit are all intimately bound up with
the emotions. ;*nd when A. 3. HoyV ' polnt9 out that
music la expressive of serious tnd hlrh thought too
deep for words - and therefore has to do with the very
life of the >lrlt - he indi urates the element of deep
judgment by which life Is nottvated and directed and the
moral a.id ot^lcal sense is heightened.
kl££ and .vorshlp
T,e ah" 11 be able host to aporoaeh this sens ideration
by re— st u ting again the problems of worship;
1. The relative balance of the contemplative a 'id active life.
2. lements of marric and possibility of r: : ' c experience.
"".The balance of subjective and objective elements.
A. The rlvol claims of the individual and the community.
^.The balance of elements of adoration and edification.
6.Flx.?d forms and spontaneity.
7«The celebrant as priest, the share of the congregation.
l.The balance of action and silence.
9. The relative claims on the service of neoohytes.
- catechu""ans and pr^fes^ed believers.
10. -elatlve veluea of individuality and personality
.
With these problems we must consider their relation
to experiment and new text for old forms.
(1) Public worship , variously

Part three set forth;
1. The present fcellar toward unification of mechanism,
science, philosophy, and religion.
2. The freedom of belief and interpretation characterizing
the present ape.
3» The frank experiment in music.
4. -*nd our aim for a worship form to meat the need.
If further pointed out, the activity of the denom-
inational .hurches in-
i.Tne matter of adopting the channel form and the
tendency toward liturgy which results.
o.yhe work of ..ill lam .lorman luthrie at t. ark's
in Mew York City.
Consider lnfr tofret'^er then the problems of worship
and the present experiments In the field we oao come to
one conclusion: the slims of the times are hopeful indeed,
for there is no element aa orc^e^t bv these "si ~iib" which
does not touch one or .nother of t^e problems of ^orshij.
Tie must remember, however, that the parts of an
antinomy are not resolvable into a single thesis . Ihls
is to s->y that the problems will always be wltu us.
Thence, worship must oscillate between nod amon* its
problems - meeting the need of the times, sounding the
depths of the times, understand i eg its trends and must
accomo
'
te itself with reverence f^r the :r—
-t to w^at the
new are brings farth.
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Conclusion
1* "o'-rn experiment and trend shows that the
problems of woraMp^' are squarely in tuind - evidence of
the fact that t^tendency to worsMo tends also to
accomodate itself to the are in rhlch it is found.
?. The " acts of VuBical History
a.'.'uslc has always been the rral^ petting, for
worship. The reasons are that it w^s the more
practical way (the acoustics of the Jothic
.'theirnls being one r^ch practical msidGration)
,
it offered the greater variety, beauty, and
outlet for an lnotinctivs form of ex oreo^lon
»
b# art icipat ion of the worshippers has always
triumphed.
(1) The Teinnle and th© Roinan 'Jhurch « none-
(2) The Synagogue and arly Christian • some
decree of participation
(^) And riow mod ~.rn liturgies suoolvin;^ the
historic llturo-lc omissl-m.
c.l'he trend of music makes clear the fact that
the personal and dramatic and descriptive will
find a place however clerly the theory of
worship demands the Impersonal. Keasoned from
worship outward, the pure church music la what
(1) 3ee pap;e
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is desired. Reasoned fr^m the people Inward, we
must begin with the music of the people and must
work toward appreciations which will pernit of the
other type.
d.The ultimate differentiation of the ar-t of ir.^sic
ooints to the fact that the art of n:uslc and
church nusic are two different things. But we
must make certain that our ideal for church ^usic
partakes of enough of life to kesp it warm in the
oars of the people.
©.Freedom in thought, freedom in worship, and the
type of music called ex pros live seer: to go to-
gether, which is to say that the worship Value
of music is vitally concerned with expression
' however much impression the music 3f impression
may make. The mystic experience dtrlftd through
music is valueless unless It eventuates in activity*
• Facts of Psychological study,
a • The effect of nutsic Is a two— f^ld oacs
It >roducoa a group mood which In turn affects
the individual. e might call this a nodal
Dhonomonon d e r /end f?nt uoon music.
Secondly, it reacts up^n the individual awaking
emotional and intellectual associations i It it
is ex pre3sive music It enlists activity at once
find stimulates a sense unity.
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b. The proup mood Is Important for it li the soil
in wMch the individual reaction flourishes.
The worship v=ilue of suoh nuslc is highest when
the associations are awakened so definitely as
to sake of the c^roup a well knit unit*
c. If the music he munic of impression - its effect
is be3t when in it is completely appreciated and
13 able to touch a background of association
which Includes historic inform? ti^n aa well as
experiential factors. It is trite to -cation
the f-^ct thnt music which re-ulres Inf ormation
as an element of appreciation - can do little
'.r.^re than divert attention from the main issue.
j congre^t ion for example, totaJly out of the
range of the polyphonic i, tyle - will find its
exaltation submerged in novelty and ctr< :i.?cness,
however rucu ?.'? ••v depend on its true beauty
ulti lately to penetrate
i
4. Pacts of Philosophical tu&y
a •Authority t ive writers^' as W9ll as Mstory attest
the validity of mystic experience as a force in
cultivating the moral and ethical life.
b.The effect of the mystic experience is one and the
saipe whether we csll it c * " 'Ion with Jod, a
broadened horizon, high level introspection of
womrrunion with one's self, Though Cabot would
T
oeking, James, Briphtman, jonep et.al.
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affirm that to c all It the first of these lfl to
derive the greatest value for our concept of God,
even if it be anthropomorphically derived, Is the
highest conception of which the mind is capable.
c.The results of social experience under musical
auspices are attested by philosophy as being
dynamic and sound
•
But to -state so concisely any such a list of facts
is to do injustice to the very thing we are ends-voring
to circumscribe. Here we may safely reiterate what was
quoted from i.S.BrightTnan' in iJart One, that worship is
the "heart of religious experience" - that then, in its
implications, worship is as infinite as its object and as
i rotes surable as the spirit which enters Into the experience,
.'/blch Is to 3ay that since nuslS is not objective but
subjective, while Its effects may be physically and
phy olologic ally described and enumerated, its dynamic
quality cannot be circumscribed. That is to say it Is
Immeasurable. .'Tiat is more, when its effects are physically
and physiologically described and enumerated, its very
contribution to the subjects In which these effects are
seen is Immeasurable . The attempt to measure spirit,
beauty, truth, and goodness mu3t end in failure*
'//hen Paul spoke of "faith, hope, and charity" as
"lasting on', he spoke of those ultlmates of coldness,
truth, and beauty which are imperishable . hich is to
siy that h? .-bo works with these ultlT^t^r Is safe
(1) Rel lr.Ious Values
.
Bape 79
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provided he continually, consciously strive to Increase
information and understand 3 ng of both sublect ratter and
subject so as to increase the presence of these ultlmates
in the work at his hand. There is that that Is inevitable
in food, true, and beautiful music - orovlded only the
workers be sincere seekers and lovers and UO&«yet nders
of V^e oeoole with whom they work.
In view of these facts and conclusion therefore
what must our aims be? B"or we cannot choose our aims -
we are committed to certain ones by the medium with which
we work'.
l. Ve must preserve the gifts of the ages - and if
the most artistic cannot be found to touch human
life where we find It, thenwe must work toward
the most artistic as our go.'>l.
2. In order to d o this, we must strive to increase
the appreciation of those with whom we work and
those to whom they sing. There will come a time
when both shall feel; "there must be something
more." That is the golden moment.
7. .'e must jeveloo for we are dealing with the
ultlmates and the Infinite. To achieve an art
form is not enough - as witness the granaries
s
and' beauty of the Greek ritual. To stagnate is
to die - to become enamoured or even merely c t-
isfied with the present is alike sin and decay.

Life impels to music be it a lament or a paean of
praise - bo that the glorious Saint John r.rote a little
more than poetry when he said-
"These are they which came out of great tribulation,
and hrve w-sv ed their rote*.:, and ^ade them white in
the blood of the Lamb, Therefore art t'~ey before
the throne of God,auid serve hia day s.nd night in
his te.T.:: o: and he thct sitteth on t^e throne shall
dwell among thetr." And their ronp is:
f i rslnf, ond glory, and wisdom, and thanksgiving,
and v onour, and porer, and mirht, be unto our
God for ever and ever."
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